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ALL SEARCH USERS 
ARE NOT CREATED EQUAL 

As paid search continues to grab a larger slice of the digital pie,  
and with data-driven strategies and personalization driving  

the current digital conversation, it’s become clear that search 
targeting through keywords and geographies is no longer  

enough if you want to keep up with the competition. 

 
The convergence of consumer data and innovations in  

technology opens up a world of opportunities for 
marketers to target smarter, expand reach 

with their customers, and engage 
with their audience in new 

and exciting ways. 

Source: eMarketer 

Paid search 
accounts for 

44% 
of digital ad spend. 



TACTICS 
OVERVIEW

ALL SEARCH USERS 
ARE NOT CREATED EQUAL 

How can you take advantage of the 
search tools at your disposal? 

LET’S DIVE 
INTO THE  
TARGETING 
TACTICS.  
• Demographic

• Remarketing RLSA

• Customer Match

• Similar Audiences 
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TARGETING 
OPTIONS: 

AGE: 
“18-24,” “25-34,” “35-44,” 

“45-54,” “55-64,” 
“65 or more,” and “Unknown”

GENDER:  
“Female,” “Male,” 
and “Unknown”

What is it? 
Target age and gender demographics within search campaigns. 

How does it work?
Google uses location signals and demographics pulled from 

account settings of users signed into their Google account. 

Not signed into a Google account? Google will sometimes gather 

demographic information that people share on social networks,  

or based on activity from other Google properties or the  

Google Display Network using a cookie.

DEMOGRAPHIC 
TARGETING OVERVIEW



Tip:
Rather than design a campaign 

to target only women age 25-34, 

it’s typically recommended to 

launch against all demographics 

and optimize accordingly. 

DEMOGRAPHIC 
TARGETING OVERVIEW

Benefits:

Creating bid adjustments for different 

demographics based on performance

Completely excluding certain 

demographics that are not a part 

of the target audience

Tailoring ad copy or landing pages 

for top performing demographics
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REMARKETING (RLSA)  
TARGETING OVERVIEW

What is it? 
RLSA is when a user visits the site, searches for a  

given keyword, and a text ad is served within the SERP.

How does it work?

First, create a pixel to collect the audience data. Then, create a 

bid strategy and begin to layer in bid increases of at least 30%.  

Want to go one step further with your optimizations?  

Create segment lists based on the pages a user visits, 

or test non-performing keywords against a smaller audience, 

or even update messaging with a new call-to-action.



Tip:

Implementation and bidding 

strategies are must-haves 

in the RLSA process.  

Segmentation and adding 

new messaging are 

nice to have.  

REMARKETING (RLSA)  
TARGETING OVERVIEW Benefits:

Bid up! 
Users familiar with your site  

are 40% more likely to convert.

Ability to tailor ad copy based on  

a specific page view or drop off  

in the conversion process.

Targeting keywords to a small,  

relevant audience that would 

otherwise be too expensive 

or too broad.
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What is it? 

Target ads to current customers, new customers, 

or similar customers by uploading a customer data file. 

How does it work?
Apply CRM lists to reach current customers for loyalty 

and re-engagement. CRM lists can also be uploaded to exclude current  

customers and target new customers. Based on your customer data file, 

Google can also find audiences that look like your customers. 

The process is simple: Upload the CRM list for your desired targeting tactic, 

and Google will match to signed-in users.

CUSTOMER MATCH 
TARGETING OVERVIEW



Tip:

There is a minimum of  

1,000 matched users required,  

and Google reports about a  

50% match rate. 

Keep in mind: 

1,000 users will be  

limited reach, so the 

bigger the better.

What is it? 

Target ads to current customers, new customers, 

or similar customers by uploading a customer data file. 

How does it work?
Apply CRM lists to reach current customers for loyalty 

and re-engagement. CRM lists can also be uploaded to exclude current  

customers and target new customers. Based on your customer data file, 

Google can also find audiences that look like your customers. 

The process is simple: Upload the CRM list for your desired targeting tactic, 

and Google will match to signed-in users.

CUSTOMER MATCH 
TARGETING OVERVIEW

Benefits:

Search campaigns can be optimized  

based on what advertisers know 

about their customers’ activities.

Messaging is served to your CRM list  

when consumers are actively  

searching for applicable keywords.  

It’s not going to spam inboxes.

Testing performance of the CRM  

audience against other digital buys,  

such as Facebook.
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What is it? 
Targeting used to extend reach 

to users who have not been to your website, but share  

characteristics with past website visitors. 

How does it work?
It’s easier to understand with an example: 

Imagine you’re Hotel.com and a user searches Google for  

the query “Hotel in Dallas” and visits your site. AdWords will automatically add  

any user that did not visit the “Hotel.com” site, but performed similar searches 

on Google. Once this user reaches the advertiser’s website,  

they will be removed from Similar Audience list.

SIMILAR AUDIENCES 
TARGETING OVERVIEW



Tip:

The system will automatically 

identify when you qualify for  

Similar Audience, but allow time  

for the engine to collect the data.  

The inclusion of this tactic  

is not guaranteed — and based  

on audience size. 

What is it? 
Targeting used to extend reach 

to users who have not been to your website, but share  

characteristics with past website visitors. 

How does it work?
It’s easier to understand with an example: 

Imagine you’re Hotel.com and a user searches Google for  

the query “Hotel in Dallas” and visits your site. AdWords will automatically add  

any user that did not visit the “Hotel.com” site, but performed similar searches 

on Google. Once this user reaches the advertiser’s website,  

they will be removed from Similar Audience list.

SIMILAR AUDIENCES 
TARGETING OVERVIEW

Benefits:

Increase the reach of your RLSA lists  

and target new, valuable users.

Reach users that have recently  

performed searches similar 

to your customers.

Expect better performance compared  

to non-audience campaigns.

Here’s two ways Similar Audience Search lists are created: 
A user is searching for the same things  

as users included in your RLSA list.
A user’s search behavior is similar 

to users on your Customer Match list.



TIPS FOR PAID SEARCH SUCCESS 
KEEP QUALITY SCORE IN MIND 

Ad relevancy, keyword selections, and ad extensions all come back 

to quality score! Stay on top of your search 

query report as part of your ongoing optimization routine. 

TEST & LEARN
Start small with bid increases for audience segments. 

Once you’ve gathered research, define opportunities 

for unique messaging within the consumer journey. 

 
REFINE & RE-SEGMENT

Aim to own high impression share on top performing campaigns. 

Using broader reach to “refuel the funnel” is okay 

to report lower impression share.



Join us every 
month for 3Ton30: 

Quick digital lessons for 
fast-moving marketers

VISIT 
www.centro.net/resources 
for content and recordings 

from past 3T webinars

Here’s what’s coming up: 
SEPTEMBER 20:  
Holiday & Retail 

Insights

LIKED WHAT 
YOU SAW?



FOR MORE INSIGHTS, 
CHECK OUT OUR BLOG AT 
WWW.CENTRO.NET/BLOG

QUESTIONS? EMAIL US AT 
INFO@CENTRO.NET


